
Wrongful/Unlawful dis - breach K - where e/ee is the V and e/or is breach their obligation - e/ee is applying for damages. •

Under the leg and not have anything to do with breach of K - K came to the end lawfully. ○

Remedies - reinstatement (e/or are told to take e/ee back into the co) and compensation. ○

Unfair Dis - e/ee been giving some notice but that notice is unfair - humiliating, provocative, e/ee not treated right, wrong 
allegations were made. 

•

TERMINOLOGY 

Giving notice - either PA can give notice = Validly terminate•

e/ee have to give notice ○

K silence of the duration - presume yearly hiring, so can be terminated at the end of the year. ○

E tenure - E for long as they like - e/or is wavering their right to give notice unless some cases•

No need to give notice couz know when the K would end [Bunge v Mallard: M was the project engineer who was 
dismissed once the project was completed. Crt: Fix term K. no need for notice]

○

Early termination will breach K - unless early termination cl. ○

E/ee conti to work at the request of the e/er after their fixed term as expired: New EK will form w/out fixed term 
unless EE has agreed on fixed  term. 

○

Fixed Term•

K TERMS

PA can agree on how the K will end. They can exclude one PA giving notice and restrict the ground of termination 
[McClelland v MIGHSB: After M finished her six month probationary period, board inserted prevision into the condition of 
employment which required female officers to tender their resignation on marriage. M made inquiry whether such provision 
apply to officers already on staff. M being advices and based on impression it doesn’t M got married. M got dismissed. Crt: 
board didn’t power to dismiss other for gross misconducted and other caused]

•

Reasonable notice (CL) 

Mini Notice (Leg)

Step:○

Applies to Notational system of e/ee 

There should be some notice - mini notice [s 117 FWA]○

Employee's period of continuous service with the employer at the end of 
the day the notice is given

Period

1 Not more than 1 year 1 week

2 More than 1 year but not more than 3 years 2 weeks

3 More than 3 years but not more than 5 years 3 weeks

4 More than 5 years 4 weeks

Genuine worker - max 4 weeks [s 117(3)(a)]

Old e/ees over 45 yr  or above + competed at least 2 yr of conti service with e/er when notice was give - 5 
weeks' notice [s 117(3)(b)]



Awards and collective agreements - generous period of notice. 

Notice b/w 1-5 week is requires - look at the age and length of service○

Early termination = breach K unless express early termination term

Conti to work after the fixed terms had expired, new K of E will be form, no fixed term unless 
E-E has agreed to it. 



Fixed term K - automatic termination occur [Bunge v Mallard]□

Casual or trainee for specific period [s 123(1)© - (d) FWA]□
Serious misconduct - fraud, assault [s 123(1)(b) FWA]□

end date is not given couz it is not known. 

No need for notice unless terms of K states for it. 

Services during the operation of a project [s 123(1)(d) FWA]□

Exclusions of giving written notice

Has to be Written○

K doesn’t states period of notice - crt would implied reasonable time of notice [Byrne v Australian Airlines] 

Depend on the circumstance of the case. 

What the party would agree on if they discussed it□

Rise to 12 months for long service [Quine v Jack Chia: A, senior manage, final K was silent on 
period of notice. A argued that he was employed for the fixed term of 10 year as the K stated 
'for the life of the project, estimated at 10 years'. Crt: The K was not for the fixed term. 10 year 
expression of confidence and hope. Implied 12 months of reasonable notice] 



Senior manager can generally = 6 months' notice even when worked for only short time [Lau v Bob 
Jane T-Marts]

□

GR: longer the E/ee worked for e/or, more serious and important the position = greater the entitlement 

Other relevant factors: 

Reasonable notice:○

Notices•

BY PARTIES

Termination of E (Putting K to end)
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e/ee's age□
Sacrifices made whilst undertaking the position [secured job elsewhere]  □
Anticipated duration of E and their likelihood of finding the job elsewhere. □

Other relevant factors: 

Notice cannot be withdrawn once given [Birrell v ANA]

Mutual agreement [Birrell v ANA]□
Notice given at the heat of the moment and Withdrawing immediately or quickly [Achal v Electrolux, 
Gunnedah Shire Council v Grout]

□

Exception

Withdrawn: ○

Pay the amount for period of notice - notice for 4 week, pay for 4 weeks○

Mini period of notice requirements of leg [s117(2)] for NSE; 

K requirement with express term of payment in lieu is acceptable

This will satisfy:○

In K payment in lieu would be excluded - if written in K. ○

Payment in Lieu [s 117(2)(b) FWA]•

K will automatically come to an end. •

e/ee died = automatically termination○

Change in partnership - depend on whether the identity of the partnership is significant to those of 
e/ee  [Bromhead v Graham]

□
E/or is co ≠ termination 

Opportunity for the E/ee to give notice. 

Death of e/or - e/or is sole treader ○

Death of e/ee. •

Events should be outside the control of the party. 

Circumstances change after the formation of K to such extend that performance become impossible or one party is 
effectively deprived of the benefit of performance [Codelfa Construction v State Rail Authority of NSW]

○

Whether provision for them to work in different office, could they do work from home, could they 
not do the work couz the electricity was out. 

□
Depend on the facts. 

E/ee is going to military - termination of K. 

War/invention, natural catastrophe - COULD automatically terminate K○

There are many leg/awards that entitles for e/ees to get paid sick leave. 

Illness/injury is usual thing to happen, there is no unexpected thing to happen ≠ Frustration [Finch v Sayers: F 
couldn't work properly couz of his illness. On leave for 1 and 1/2 years. Crt: No Frustration - K has not become unable 
to be perform as intended]

○

Frustration of K•

There is time for PA to give notice. 

Whether the e/ee decide to stay would be up to them. 

For Co ≠ termination of K. ○

Look at the surrounding facts [Parson v Sovereign Bank of Canada]○

Sale of Bus/Liquidation [International Harvester]•

Call/decision made by e/or when long period of time has elapse and there is no other explanation than 
abandonment or e/ee don't want to do the job anymore. 



e/ee walks off the job or fails to return from period of leave, in circumstances that makes it reasonable 
apparent they no longer intend to be employed



Factual situation - whether they do not want to conti the work. ○

Intentional and unambiguous act.  ○

Not constitutes as dismissal or termination by e/er [Erbacher v Golden Cockerel]○

Evidence to suggest that e/ee was not abandoning their employment ≠ abandonment, even if e/er have reasonble 
reason to think otherwise [Searle v Moly Mines]

○

e/ee walked of job in response to breach/repudiation by e/er ≠ admandonment [Claypole v Australian Native 
Landscapes]

○

e/ee away from work due to illness ≠ adandonment [Liquor Union v Video City]○

e/ee has made no attempt whatsoever to contact his or her e/er; and the period of unauthorised and / or 
unexplained absence is sufficient.

○

jobs where leaving constitutes a direct failure to do the job, such as toll or ticket collectors, receptionists, 
nurses, and security guards; 



jobs where continuous attendance is not necessary, such as many office jobs. 

The nature of the job matters:○

Abandonment of E - e/ee abandoning the E •

Not part of the Cth anymore. 

The age of e/ee will only will only automatically terminate the employment where it is an ‘inherent requirement’ of the job 
or an award, agreement or statute prescribe it [Qantas Airways v Christie]

•

OPERATION OF LAW
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Not part of the Cth anymore. 

Repudiation can occur where there are series of relatively minor breaches - not too serious on their own but which 
shows disregard for the obligation imposed by K [Hill v Compass Ten]

○

One PA does/failed to do something which is so fundamentally inconsistent with their K obligation that their act constitutes 
a repudiation of K - Innocent Party can terminate [Law v London; North v Television]

•

Innocent party decide to give notice = Termination○

Unless innocent party accept breach or repudiation K conti [Automatic Fire v Watson]

Innocent party can wavier their right to give notice - not give notice ≠ termination. 

Elective termination: Always up to innocent party to decide whether to give the notice or not  [Turner v ACSEF]○

Upon repudiation, then innocent party can whether to keep K on foot or terminate K [Turner v ACSEF; Bostik v Gorgevseki] •

Serious misconduct (SM): Disobedience, embezzlement, dishonesty [CL definition] ○

Misconduct outside the work hrs - SM termination 

Seriousness of the breach depend on the facts○

For Serious misconduct no need for notice [s 123(1)(b) FWA] therefore no payment in lieu. •

Adami v Maison de Luxe: Dance hall manager refuse to work on Saturday afternoon. His behavior was not 
willful, he genuinely believed that he could not be required to attend work at that time under K. Nonetheless 
his dismissal was upheld. 



Laws v London: Laws dismissed on the spot for not obeying editors orders. He did so, couz a supervisor was 
giving conflicting order and laws followed the supervisor's order = unlawful dismissal, entitle to notice. 



North v Television: N send a telegram that was disrespecting the political figure. Dismissed on the spot. Crt: 
No wilful disobedience - unlawful dismissal. 



Willful disobedience○

Depends on the circumstances under which the language was used [Farley v Lums]

Look at the nature of employment and all circumstances of case [Wilson v Racher]

Swearing and shouting at workplace was misconduct but not SM [Guido v Akzo Nobel]

Offensive, insulting or objectionable language○

Single act of drunkenness not sufficient but regular drunkenness is [Clouston v Corry] □
One instance of drunkenness by airline pilot/person operating dangerous equipment would usually 
justify summary dismissal. 

□

Signal act can/cannot be SM - depend on the circumstance

Single act/course of conduct○

Conduct outside of employment [Transfield: T assaulted a foreman at hotel after hrs was held to be justified SD]○

Neglect - constant forgetful [Alidair v Taylor]

The seriousness of the neglect should not be judges by reference to the damage resulted from it. But 
according to the likely result of the neglect known to e/ee at time the neglect occurred. 



Mere error of judgement that a reasonable person in e/ee's position could have made [Re Scott and 
Pioneer]

□

Repeated careless conduct resulting in financial loss to e/er [Williams v Printer Trade Service]□

Not Neglect: 

Neglect/carelessness/incompetence [Williams v Printers Trade Services]○

May constitute misconduct

Orr v The Uni of Tas: uni professor was found to have seduced and was in r'ship with one of his student. Crt: 
Such conduct amount to repudiation. It doesn't matter whether professor seduced her or they enter into the 
r'ship w/out his influenced. 



Determine on case by case basis.  

Breach of Professional Standards○

Byrne v Aus Airline: theft by e/ee from passengers' baggage. Crt: justify SD. 

Allegation of dishonest ≠ justify SD [Miller v Sunland Park: allegation of dishonet (unauthroised used of co 
cradit card) made by e/er was far too redily w/out first having evidence to suport such conclusion]



Dishonest○

Ground of Summary Dismissal:•

CL: no need to give reason for dismissal [Ridgeway v Hungerford Market]○

Act: Give reason for dismissal in circumstance of serious misconduct. ○

Giving Reason for Dismiss:•

Evidence of SM comes to light after dismissal - e/er can rely on it as basis of termination [Concut v Worrell]•

W/OUT NOTICE - SUMMARY DISMISSAL

Direct eco losses are compensated. ○

No damages for manner of dismissal (disappointment or distress caused) [Addis v Gramophone Co (UK); Burazin v 
Blacktown City Council (Aus)]

○

Damages: loss of income•

SP: e/or is forced to e/ee back - very unusually [Bostik v Gorgevseki] •

For E/ee [Powell v BLBC]○

For E/or: stop e/ee from doing something [Curro v Beyond Productions] ○

Injections: stop doing something •

REMEDIES
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